
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: MARLBOROUGH RACING CLUB Date: Friday 26 July 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow 9 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), S Renault , M Davidson 
Typist: H Taylor 

 

GENERAL:  
The track conditions were upgraded from a Heavy 10 to Slow 9 prior to racing commencing. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 

 

 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: 
DO UNO WHOIAM, TACTICALL, BILLY ELLIOTT, SHANGHI SLOW, ARANDOM, 
CONSCIOUS MISTAKE, CISKAY. 

Suspensions: Race  Nil 

Protests: Race 8 4th  against  3rd    Upheld  

Fines: Race   Nil 

Warnings: Race  8 0 BOSSON  Rule 638 (1) (d) shifting ground when not clear. 

Bleeders: Race  Nil 

Horse Actions: Race  8 
INDIVIDUAL (C Spittles) Veterinary clearance including endoscopic examination 
required prior to racing next.  

    

     

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes:   Nil 

Late Scratchings: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Nil 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 MARL EXPRESS MAIDEN 1000M 

SHE’S PAYBACK bounded at the start and lost ground as a result.   
MARKS raced keenly through the early stages and made the first bend awkwardly shifting wider and forcing KARAKA JACK 
over extra ground.    
Passing the 600 metre  mark  MARKS blundered and lost momentum.   
KARAKA JACK improved wide rounding the final bend.   
CRIKEY CRON lay inwards through the final straight.    

Race 2 CLASSIC HITS MARLBOROUGH RATING 75 1000M 

INCONTROL underwent a pre race veterinary inspection after making contact with a gate on the outside rail on leaving the 
birdcage and was declared fit to start. 
IL POVERINO was slow to begin.   
TACTICALL began awkwardly. 
 GOLDEN GLOBE raced keenly in the early stages.   



 INCONTROL raced keenly throughout tending to get its head up on a number of occasions. 
 IL POVERINO improved wide rounding the home bend and lay out throughout the run home shifting wider on the track.   
 
  

Race 3 MORE FM MAIDEN 1950M 

Passing the 1700 metre mark LOTTO tended to get its head up when being restrained and then over raced for a short 
distance before being taken forward, assuming the lead passing the 1400 metre mark. 

Race 4 ROYAL HOTEL RATING 65 1950M 

MESSINES and BOKKIE BOKKIE both raced keenly through the early stages due to the lack of tempo in the race. 
BENJY HULLAH improved wide passing the 900 metre mark. 
Inside the final 100 metres SHANGHI SLOW shifted outwards off the heels of BOKKIE BOKKIE to obtain clear running. 
 

Race 5 WATERFORCE RATING 75 1950M 

Passing the 1800 metres GLOBAL PARTNER was hampered when racing tight to the outside of GAGARIN. 
ORLOV and GAGARIN raced keenly in the early stages.  
ORLOV made the bend at the 1500 metres awkwardly. 

Race 6 ACACIA GROVE THOROUGHBREDS MAIDEN 1400M 

SOMETHING ZED was slow through the initial stages. 
ONTARIO raced fiercely through the early stages when leading . 
TENNESSEE WHISKEY raced wide throughout. 
SOMETHING ZED improved very wide rounding the home turn. 
Rider M Cameron was spoken to advisedly in regards to the use of the whip over the concluding stages on a runner not in 
contention. 
 

Race 7 YEALANDS ESTATE WINES WINTER CUP TRIAL OPEN HCP 1400M 
STORMPATROL over raced in the early and middle stages. 

Race 8 STRAIT SHIPPING/MEATERS OF MARLBOROUGH RATING 65 1400M 

KOKID was slow in the early stages. 
SHE’S ALL CLASS raced keenly through the early and middle stages getting its head up on a number of occasions . 
INDIVIDUAL improved wide rounding the home turn. 
Passing the 250 metres  CISKAY lay inwards having to be straightened. 
Passing the 200 metre mark CISAY (O Bosson) which was laying in shifted in and made contact with BARBERRY ROZE 
simultaneous to SLICK NICKEL shifting outwards making contact with BARBERRY ROZE.  These three runners jostled for 
some distance with BARBERRY ROZE losing momentum .  Trainer M Pitman lodged a protested under rule 642(1)  alleging 
interference from SLICK NICKEL over the concluding stages.  After hearing all relevant submissions the JCA upheld the 
protest relegating SLICK NICKEL to 4th  with the official result now CISKAY(1),  GET FLASH(8),  BARBERRY ROZE(4),  SLICK 
NICKEL(6). 
CISKEY continued to lay inwards over the concluding stages.  Rider O Bosson was warned under rule 638(1)(d) in regards to 
shifting ground when not clear. 
INDIVIDUAL which finished in last placing underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which revealed the gelding to be 
showing signs of pain in the right front fetlock and to have an elevated heart rate and possible respiratory infection.  The 
connections of INDIVIDUAL were informed that the gelding must have a veterinary clearance prior to racing next including 
an endoscopic examination.   
 
 
 
 

  

 

  

 

 
 


